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Activities and discussions in every module are designed to facilitate increased lifesaving.

The DLC creates a cohort community of animal services advocates and professionals for support. 

Students are empowered to lead their communities in lifesaving strategies and programs. 

Advocates and professionals are better prepared to support and/or lead programs.

Graduates may be invited, as appropriate, to participate in future cohort classes. 

Each graduate will earn one CEU and a Dog Lifesaving Institutional Certificate from  
Southern Utah University.

The Dog Lifesaving Certification (DLC) engages mid- and senior-level animal services 
professionals in lessons and discussions around saving the lives of dogs. This comprehensive 
course will redefine what an adoptable dog is and explore options for positive outcomes in 
communities across the nation. Participants will learn about the proven policies, programs and 
procedures necessary to meet the community’s expectation of dog lifesaving. 

The program leverages the lifesaving knowledge and skills of animal services practitioners. This 
program offers clarity on what success looks like and is also an opportunity for participants to 
deepen their learning and understanding of positive results. In addition, Best Friends Animal 
Society’s goal is to assist organizations in being reflective of their community’s cultural diversity  
so that everyone feels welcomed and comfortable.

Participants are selected and nominated by Best Friends regional and national leadership  
and approved by a selection team.

DOG LIFESAVING  
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM  
presented in collaboration  
with Southern Utah University

PROGRAM COMPONENTS AND BENEFITS
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Attend cohort calls live and watch all recordings when live attendance isn’t possible

Complete all eight comprehensive modules 

Conduct a gap analysis of a targeted community

Complete an action plan for updating or launching a dog lifesaving program

Create a pilot program proposal for change

Share a recorded presentation of the pilot program proposal

• Diverted and Managed Intake

• Canine Handling and Enrichment

• Barriers to Adoptions

• Volunteer Engagement

PARTICIPANT EXPECTATIONS  

MODULE TOPICS

• Transport

• Adoptions and Fostering

• Shelter Medicine

• Leading Change and Launching Programs

During the two-month program, participants will:

 
This university-endorsed, comprehensive nine-week program is offered twice a year. Successful  
graduates earn a Southern Utah University Institutional Certificate in Dog Lifesaving. To express interest in 
this program, please reach out to academicpartnerships@bestfriends.org.
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